
18.
ON THE EXISTENCE OF ABSOLUTE CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING THE ROOTS OF NUMERICAL EQUATIONS.

[Philosophical Magazine, xxv. (1844), pp. 442—445.]
I WISH to indicate in this brief notice a fact which I believe has escaped observation hitherto, that there exist, certainly in some cases, and probably in all, infallible criteria for determining whether a given equation has all its roots rational or not.In the equation of the second degree it is enough, in order that this may be the case, that the expression for the square of the difference of the roots shall be a perfect square; in other words, if — px + q = Q have its roots 

rational, p^ — 4<q must be not only a positive number (the condition of the roots being real), but that number must also be a complete square. In this case it is further evident that p must be either prime to q, or if not, the greatest common measure of p^ and q must be a perfect square; but this condition is contained in the former, which is a sufficient criterion in itself.If we now consider the equation of the third degree, 
one condition is, that the product of the squared differences shall be a perfect square; in other words, the equation cannot have all its roots rational unless 
be a positive square number.This remark is made at the end of the second supplement of Legendre’s 
Theory of Numbers, and is indeed self-evident; and in like manner one condition may be obtained for an e<∣uation of any degree which is to have all its roots rational; but this is far from being the sole condition required.
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104 On Absolute Criteria for determining [18In the equation of the third degree, however, one other condition, conjoined with that above expressed, will serve to determine, infallibly whether all the roots are rational or not.To obtain this condition, let us suppose that by making 3zr = y +p we obtain the equation
Calling the three roots of this new equation a, β, γ (all of which it is evident must be rational if those of the first equation are so), we have

From the last two equations it is easily seen that if k be any prime factor common to Q and R, will be contained in Q, and in R; or, in other words, k will be a common measure of α, β, γ.We have therefore a second condition, that ^q- 3∕)≡ shall be a negative quantity, which is either prime to 2/)® — 2qp + 2Ιr, or else so related to it, that the greatest common measure of the cube of the first and the square of the second is a perfect sixth power.I now proceed to show the converse, that if these two conditions be both satisfied (and it will appear in the course of the inquiry that the first does 
not involve the second), the roots cannot help being all rational.It is evident that the two conditions in question are tantamount to supposing that the roots of the proposed equation are linearly connected with those of another z^ — Qz — R = 0 (by virtue of the assumption = kz +/>), where Q may be considered as prime to R; and where 4Q® — is aperfect square.Let now 4Q® - 2772® = D®, then D® + 2772® = 4Q®, or 7)® + 3 (372)® = 4Q®.Here, as Q is prime to R, D can have no common measure but 3, with 372.Firstly, let Q be prime to 372.Then putting y® + 3^® = Q^, the complete solution of the equation immediately preceding is contained in the two systems: 
and for both systems.
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18] the Roots of Numerical Equations. 105The second system must therefore be rejected, for g evidently contains 3, and therefore f= 372 + g will contain 3, and therefore D and therefore Q will do the same, contrary to supposition.Hence 

and the three roots of the equation being 

will evidently be all rational, which of course includes the necessity of their being also integer.Again, secondly, if we suppose that Q does contain 3, will contain 27, and consequently D will contain 9; and we shall have
Here R being prime to , it may be shown, as in the last case, that the complete solution is 

consequently 
and the three roots of the equation are 
respectively, and are therefore all rational.Here it may be observed that the condition of R being an even number, which we know, ά priori, is the case when all the roots are rational, is
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106 On Absolute Criteria of Num,eric(d Equations. [18 involved in the two more general conditions already expressed. It will now be evident that the first condition by no means involves the second, as it is perfectly easy to satisfy the equation + = Q≡ without supposing anythingrelative to k, the common measure of f, g, Q, except that it be itself of the form λ≡ + 8/Z.2, which will give 
an equation which can be solved in rational terms for all values of λ, μ, r, s; and consequently the product of the squares of the differences of the roots may be a square, and at the same time the roots themselves may be irrational*.I believe it will be found on inquiry that the equation x^ — qx + r = 0 will always have two rational roots if 
be a complete square, provided that q be prime to r.Furthermore, viewing the striking analogy of the general nature of the conditions of rationality already obtained, to those which serve to determine the reality of the roots of equations, I am strongly of opinion that a theorem remains to be discovered, which will enable us to pronounce on the existence of integer, as Sturm’s theorem on that of possible roots of a complete equation of any degree: the analogy of the two cases fails however in this respect, that while imaginary roots enter an equation in pairs, irrational roots are limited to entering in groups, each containing two or more.* Thus then it appears that the total rationality of the roots of the equation x^-qx-r=Q may be determined by a direct method without having recourse to the method of divisors to determine the roots themselves ; the two conditions being that 4g≡-27r≡ shall be a perfect square, and the greatest common measure of q^ and r≡ a perfect sixth power.
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